USG Communication Signal Towers
Evaluation and One-time Repair Baghdad, Iraq.

SIZ10016R0028

This Statement of Work is intended to identify basic requirements for the evaluation and one-time repair of seven USG Communication Signal Towers located in Iraq.

Two (2) Baghdad Embassy Compound (BEC)
  • Two (2) Baghdad Diplomatic Support Center (BDSC)
  • Two (2) US Consulate Compound Basrah, Iraq
This SOW requires inspecting the electrical infrastructure at ground level as well as climbing all structures to inspect and evaluate the existing condition of aviation obstruction lighting equipment such as strobes, beacons to develop a comprehensive list of deficiencies to support a one-time repair action for each structure. All findings, positive and negative shall be properly documented in a written report.

This SOW requires the contractor to provide a list of recommended spare parts for each structure.
This SOW requires the contractor to provide a recommended maintenance plan for each structure.

The Contractor is responsible for scheduling all work. It is suggested that the contractor should plan to stay at each site for a minimum of two days.
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